
S U N  S I G N  A L I G N M E N T

F I N D  Y O U R  F U L F I L L M E N T



The Sun (Latin, Sol) is our life provider. It extends our overall vitality and spreads endless radiance in

our lives. It fuels our soul and emits light wherever it touches the birth chart. In principle, this planetary

body is our destination point, our overall soul essence. The Sun shows where we hold the most light in

our birth charts and is the guiding point where we can obtain a higher conscious mindset.

As the Earth revolves around the Sun, it takes 365.5 days and 12 months to complete its full orbit.

Every 30 days, a new zodiacal sign takes the stage reflecting its themes for humanity to learn. Starting

from Aries and ending in Pisces, society can experience all of the archetypes. 

Esoterically, every Sun sign in the zodiac has a specialty in the overall expression of the Divine. The

light of the Divine lives within you as well as in others. Now the Sun Sign is where we can reach that

higher level of understanding about our process in how we are to experience fulfillment in this life. 

The Sun is the point in our birth charts, the beacon of light and where our soul resides, waiting for you

to reunite. You may or may not feel connected with your Sun sign. Some souls grasp the lessons that

their Sun sign has to offer, but this is usually triggered when we experience those dark periods in our

life experience. 

When we are birthed into life, we hold all the critical pieces in our birth chart that reveal the remnants

of the unresolved parts of ourselves that we did not master in previous lifetimes. The Sun in your birth

chart shines the light on how we can break free from the confines of the past life, and this is the

ultimate expression that is high reaching and yet obtainable as you learn the solar dance. The Sun

reveals how you can learn to connect with your soul self and how you can flow in your story.  

This guide offers suggestions on fully aligning with your Sun sign while working with the shadow

expression. You can work with the crystal recommendation to balance out the shadow expression! 

"THE SUN IS A DAILY REMINDER THAT WE TOO CAN RISE
AGAIN FROM THE DARKNESS, THAT WE TOO CAN SHINE

OUR OWN LIGHT."
-s. ajna 
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Light: Holding an air of purity and seeing life as a new conquest to fulfill
their vision can extend the path toward overall fulfillment and connection.
Lead and honor your ability to initiate.  

Shadow: When imbalanced, can be overly authoritative, desensitized, and
untactful. 

Crystal Remedy: Carnelian  

Light: Extending beauty and support is a part of their soul’s fulfillment.
Their sole purpose is to enjoy the delights of the earth and spread this
awareness for others to become mindful. 

Shadow: Prone to indulging to the extreme of earthly pleasures such as
food, materialism, sex, and inflexibility. 

Crystal Remedy: Moss Agate  

Light: Their purpose is to be the messengers of the world, expressing ideas
and ambition. Creating a soul-centered approach to life by integrating and
harmonizing duality. 

Shadow: prone to a cynical outlook and scattered with their ideas

Crystal Remedy: Aquamarine

Light: Their soul has inhabited this realm to learn how to anchor it within
the body, which can be done mainly by extending/receiving love and
nourishment. 

Shadow: excessive worry and involvement in others’ problems, leading to
codependent relationship routes.

Crystal Remedy: Beryl 

Light: To spread their divine light to humanity by embodying their authentic
nature. Spreading positivity and happiness to others will help transmute the
shadows into the light.

Shadow: May exaggerate their shine towards superficiality and arrogance if
not seen.

Crystal Remedy: Amber 

Light: They hold a healing force and are meant to extend their gifts of grace
to the collective by first inviting purity for their mind-body-spirit within
themselves.

Shadow: Tendencies toward excessive perfectionism, self-doubt, and
deprecation if self-negligent.  

Crystal Remedy: Larimar
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Light: Attracting friendships/partnerships that challenges them keeps their
spark alive. By having a natural gift of mediating amid conflict, they also
desire to spread grace and beauty in the world.

Shadow: Due to people pleasing, codependent relationships or remaining in
one-sided partnerships can manifest.
  
Crystal Remedy: Rose Quartz

Light: Learning how to surrender to life’s challenges leads to their soul’s
grace. Utilizing their energetic frequency for their highest good will help
those around them transform and heal.

Shadow: Unhealed wounds lead to festering anger and revengeful
tendencies. 

Crystal Remedy: Malachite 

Light: Mastering the integration of their physical selves with the soul self
while remaining connected to the higher realms. Extending lessons for others
to realize unconditional love and acceptance.

Shadow: Disconnected from self when submerged in the pain of others while
overlooking their own.

Crystal Remedy: Fluorite

Light: On the path to spreading their joyful experiences and helping others
see the silver lining even when things appear bleak. 
Tap into their divine purpose by aiming high for their goals.

Shadow: When losing faith in humanity it can lead them toward narrow-
mindedness, isolation, and spiritual stagnation.   

Crystal Remedy: Turquoise

Light: Instilling structure while embracing discipline will ensure their
success in life. Making a mark by reaching heights of success that align with
their passion in an honorable way ascends the soul.

Shadow: Being materially driven leads to isolation and constant suspicion of
others’ motives.
 
Crystal Remedy: Watermelon Tourmaline 

Light: Evolving and being receptive to changes are essential to feeling
radiance. Invoking innovation and becoming involved in a cause greater
than themselves drives them toward their soul’s fulfillment.

Shadow: Losing sight of their individuality if conforming to groups that are
not in a positive light.

Crystal Remedy: Moldavite
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Hi, I'm Lumi!
INTUITIVE ASTROLOGER | TRANSFORMATION LIFE COACH | ENERGY

HEALER

I see life as an experience, not fate based. We hold power to define who we are. When life appears murky in color,
that is our soul's red flag. As cosmic beings, we have the ability to invite joy and rise above the shadows of our
traumas. When we aim to shine our inner light, that is when the Universe bestows its gifts of grace. Since I picked up
astrology, my intuition and spiritual gifts heightened, and I felt more alive and confident.
 
My connection to the Divine Creator and all walks of life deepened, and astrology became the portal of healing myself
and empowering my life. Primarily I found the path to love myself by embracing my strengths and weaknesses. 

My official initiation occurred during my second Jupiter Return, as I began my astrology studies under my mentor,
Rebecca Gordon, and stepped into my dream career in 2019. 

In my astrology practice, I have serviced over 400 clients. My platform caters to those who wish to learn more about
themselves and their limitless potential by actively working with their birth chart. My clientele ranges from all the
walks of life, such as the spiritually curious, entrepreneurs, creatives, and social media stars, to CEOs of major
corporations.

Along with my transformation life coaching practice, I have noticed that they all had a similar range of questions or
issues, which is the feeling of being stuck and without direction regarding their decisions in life. Once I started to
break down the concepts of their astrology birth charts in connection with their questions, they began to live more
freely and found joy, happiness, and alignment in their lives. Interpreting their birth charts sparked inspiration and
gave them the confidence to live in complete alignment with their planets! This alone helped them attract them to live
the life of their dreams!

I have developed a safe, compassionate, and joyful space for all to confide in. I have developed a unique methodology
called the Cosmic Alignment Program that uses natal planetary placements and esoteric healing practices to power up
different aspects of life by energetic alignment. 

Whether I am regenerating my astrological background, working with clients, posting on social media, writing for
online publications, or hosting my podcast, Align Your Stars, my approach is heart-centered, empathetic, inspiring, and
embellished with a dash of celestial magick.   

Book your reading today at www.lumipelinku.com

https://www.lumipelinku.com/cosmicrealignmentcourse
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